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A POPULAR MECHANICS STONE SOUP RADIO 
BY ED LYON AND JOE SOUSA 

.The fable of stone soup, you will recall, has a poor peasant making soup out of nothing but water and a large 
stone, which he calls his magic soup stone. He claims it makes the finest soup imaginable. Each person who 
tastes the soup tends to agree but each thinks it could be improved slightly by adding something more. One adds 
onions, one adds carrots and celery, and so on, and before long he has a huge pot of delicious soup. This fable 
came to Joe Sousa s' mind when he finally finished improving this radios' performance. 

M ANY readers might remember that Joe 
Sousa is the past-president of the Greater 
Galactic Meissner FM Tuner Club, and his 

interest in FM radios of the immediate post-war 
period continues. Joe is the proud (?) owner of a 
home-brew FM radio that came directly out of the 
March 1950 issue of Popular Mechanics Magazine, 
by way of Ebay. For Popular 
Mechanics (PM) aficionados, it 
will be recalled that the March 
issue in that day annually featured 
a radio building project called 
"The Little Giant radio," and the 
1950 version is the radio featured 
here. It is noteworthy mainly 
because the person who built it did 
not follow the PM directions, and 
wired a critical part of the circuit 
is a somewhat random manner, but 
obtained remarkable results. And 
we aren't sure why. 

Joe had obtained the radio, 
recognized as kit or home-brew 

model, but with a nice "Diatwier" branded dial face, 
in an Ebay auction. He was in the process of trying 
to get it to play, and was simultaneously asking 
several radio sages dozens of questions about its 
circuitry. It was this circuitry that seemed strange. 
It had been a magazine-article-built radio, and it 

used an odd assortment of parts, 
including octal tubes and large-
style IF transformers even 
though the meager available 
information on it, which Joe had 
luckily found at Radiomus-
eum.org, included a schematic 
diagram showing miniature tube 
types and a more-or-less con-
ventional circuit. Well, "conven-
tional" might be a strong word, 
here. This circuit is not that of a 
usual FM tuner of 1950. 

Back in 2005, Radio Age carried 
some articles [ 1] that detailed 

(Continued on page 3) 
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(Continued from page 1) 

some of the successful (and some not quite 
successful) FM radio circuits that sprang up from the 
engineers' drafting-tables in the early days of FM 
broadcasting. Some of these circuits were attempts to 
keep the faith with Armstrong, the inventor of what 
we termed "wideband FM" radio. Armstrong wanted 
FM transmitters and receivers to be as complex as his 
original invention models, and in the case of 
receivers, for example, this demanded that the circuit 
include a limiter and a full Foster-Seely discriminator 
(he called it an Armstrong discriminator). The limiter 
was a special amplifier that yielded the same large 
output signal no matter what size signal was fed into 
its input. Kind of like a very progressive income tax 
— in which no matter how much people earn, they all 
take the same amount home. The limiter thus 
stripped away all amplitude modulation. And the 
reason this special amplifier was needed in the 
receiver was that the Foster-Seely discriminator, 
which did the "detection" of the FM signal: stripping 
off the program material by responding to frequency 
modulation (which was good), but it also responded 
to amplitude modulation, which was very bad. Why 
bad? Because amplitude modulated signals also 
include lightning strokes, static squawks from tiny 
electrical sparks like in motors and other appliances, 
and the normal fading of signals due to things like 
nearby aircraft flights and wind-blown antenna sway. 

It looked like Armstrong's choice of FM detector 
forced him to use the limiter circuit, which added at 
least one tube to the receiver, making it more 
expensive. So the radio engineers worked at 
simplifications that might make the radios less 
expensive, without reducing the "hi-fi" quality of the 
FM signals being broadcast. One of the engineering 
groups most active in this effort was in Camden, NJ, 
in the RCA plant. They had a mandate from Sarnoff 
— invent FM, just in case it starts to sell, and that 
means invent every circuit that Armstrong claims in 
his FM patent. There was no way RCA would be 
buying any license to make a radio, since their sales 
strategy was selling licenses, not buying them. 
Besides, there was a very good possibility that 
television would need FM for the audio channel, 
since the older AM had quite a problem avoiding the 
strong buzz of interference from the video channel's 
synchronization pulses. 

One of the circuits RCA produced for their FM 
receivers was the ratio detector, described briefly in 
the 2005 Radio Age articles. Circuits for the Foster-

DISCRIMINATOR 

Vs 
LIMITER P 'DE—EMPHASIS 

e+ 8+ 

Foster-Seely discriminator circuit, taken from Ref-
erence 2. The audio output is labeled E0 

2 

RCA ratio detector, taken from Reference 2. Audio 
output is labeled A-F. 

Seely discriminator and the ratio detector are shown 
in the figure here. They are fairly similar to each 
other, the main distinguishing feature being that one 
of the diodes in the ratio detector is reversed, 
compared with the Foster-Seely circuit. What this 
means is this: in the Foster-Seely circuit, the two 
diodes produce identical outputs when the incoming 
signals are exactly on the assigned FM carrier 
frequency (meaning that there is a quiet pause in the 
program material), so that the difference between 
their outputs is zero. This is what is fed to the audio 
amplifier that follows. And, mirabile dictu, when 
there is a pause in the program, that's what you want 
fed to the audio system — zero signal. 

In the ratio detector, on the other hand, the outputs of 
the two diodes, for the same program quiet pause, are 
of opposite polarity but the same magnitude, so that 
when subtracted from each other, their magnitudes 
add to form an output to the filter capacitor (labeled 
C in the diagram) of twice the voltage from either 

(Continued on page 4) 
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(Continued from page 3) 
diode. And the value of Cl is a 
whopping 5 to 8 µF. The audio output 
is not this voltage but the pre-filtered 
difference between the diode outputs 
and the input from the previous IF 
stage. This audio voltage is relatively 
immune from the incidental AM signals 
floating around because of the filter 
circuit mentioned here - that 5- to 8-uF 
capacitor. It acts as a load on the diodes 
and in turn on the IF transformer 
feeding the diodes. If the input signal 
spikes upward the capacitor suddenly 
tries to get charged to a higher voltage, 
and it acts as a heavy load on the diodes 
and transformer, reducing the 
amplification of the whole circuit. This 
makes the upward spike in amplitude 
not survive the journey through this 
stage, except at a much-reduced 
amplification. On the other hand, a dip 
in signal amplitude, caused by an The original PM magazine Little Giant radio schematic. The de-
interference fade, lets the filter tector, 6AL5 in upper right area, is essentially like RCA's. 

capacitor float there with its former 
voltage relatively intact, and shuts off 
the diodes, so that they disconnect the 
filter's loading effect from the IF 
transformer, allowing it to achieve a 
much higher amplification, or gain. 
This form of automatic signal 
stabilization behaves just like 
Armstrong's limiter action. One tube 
saved. 
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Well, all this is by way of introducing 
one of Joe's challenges in restoring this 
"Diatuner" FM radio. The original 
PM magazine article had a schematic of 
the radio, shown here, and it has what 
will be recognized as a very standard 
RCA ratio detector. But the FM 
detector Joe found, by careful circuit 
tracing, was a strange rearrangement of 
the RCA ratio detector circuit, also 
shown here. Comparing it with the PM schematic, 
for example, shows that it seems to have all the 
needed components of a ratio detector, but is not 
wired right. Yet, it plays quite well, and has a very 
linear output over a huge frequency swing (about 500 
kHz) at the input - something not usually found in 
standard Foster-Seely or ratio detectors. The 
oscilloscope trace of the output as the input is varied 
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Ratio detector that Joe traced from his radio, complete with his 
notes. It is distinctly unlike the usual ratio detector. 

over some 500 kHz frequency span, is shown on the 
next page. 

The result of this wide band of linear output is that, 
although the audio output voltage is not great, for 
usual FM broadcast frequency-swings, the output 
maintains itself quite clear despite considerable drift 

(Continued on page 5) 
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(Continued from page 4) 

of the tuning, something that plagued all FM radios 
of the pre-solid-state days before automatic 
frequency control (AFC) loops were popular. So, 
while your old Meissner 8C might need its tuning 
tweaked several times while it warms up, just to keep 
the music centered, this little Diatuner needs none of 
that, and plays from cold to warmed-up without any 
seeming drift. It is tempting to ask Joe to carefully 
mark the wires as to destinations now (so he can 
restore the circuit to its present weirdness), and then 
rewire the ratio detector as PM intended it, just to see 
if it still has this wideband characteristic. If not, then 
whoever originally wired (or, rather, mis-wired) the 
circuit should file a patent application for this novel 
FM detector. 

Now, we are calling this little radio "Diatuner," but a 

more generic name would be "PM's 1950 Little Giant 
radio," since Diatuner is just the trade name for the 
factory-made twin-slug-tuned front-end tuner. The 
PM article strongly recommended the builder buy 

this part, "...available at all radio parts houses..." 
After buying the Diatuner part, the builder was 
relatively free to make or buy the rest of the 
components. We will freely call the set a Diatuner or 
Little Giant. 

Other circuits of the PM Little Giant were copied 
faithfully by the person who first built this example, 
even though the circuits were not popular in other 
contemporary radios. For example the input stage of 
the Diatuner is a grounded-grid amplifier, something 
seen far more often in experimental VHF and UHF 
equipment and in military radar receivers. 

Unfortunately, the puny 6C4 miniature triode was 
used in the PM grounded-grid radio amplifier, and it 
was never designed for that service, and performs 
poorly. Joe had measured its gain carefully, getting a 
value of about unity over most of the FM band. The 
converter stage, following the grounded-grid RF 
amplifier, is also non-standard for the time, being a 

0:7MHz 

10.6MHzig 
-13.6VDC@ 
Electrolytic cap 

I V/d iv 

\10.8MHz 

10mV rms 

le• injected 
..6v at mixe 

Joe's measurement of the weird ratio detector's 

output response (lower trace) shows amazing line-
arity over about 500 kHz channel width. Frequency 
markers are shown in upper trace. 

The mark of a true engineer is this: In this rat's 
nest of wires, probes, and bits of left-over pizza, 
Joe managed to get the response trace seen on the 
'scope face, upper right. 

6J6 miniature twin triode that uses a combination of 

(Continued on page 6) 

For the Record 
The September meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at Davidsonville, MD on 19 September, 2010, 
with 47 members present. Paul Farmer conducted the annual election of officers and directors, resulting in the slate 
shown on page 2 of this issue. Plaques of appreciation were awarded to outgoing President Geoff Shearer and Vice-
President Willie Sessoms for their many years of dedication to the club. New President Steve Hansman had words of 
thanks to Geoff and Willie, and announced his aims for the future. He will not raise taxes. Willie's Show-'n'-Tell session 
was dominated by a spectacular model of an RCA radio store made out of a tombstone radio cabinet and many expertly 
carved and painted models of radios, tubes, test equipment, and other store fixtures, all scaled to about 1:15 in size. This 
model was presented by Geoff Shearer, who obtained the display at the recent Kutztown meet. For our presentation, Brian 
Belanger gave a slide show recalling the old time favorite radio show, Fibber McGee and Molly, complete with his imita-
tion of Wallace Wimple referring to Sweetie Face, his "big ol' wife." 
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(Continued from page 5) 
the tube's common cathode lead inductance and the 
stray capacitance between the two triodes as the 
coupling between the local oscillator (one half of the 
6J6) and the mixer, proper (the other half). 

While the builder had 
followed some of the PM 
article plans quite 
faithfully (the front end), 
and had got lost in other 

Joe Sousa 10 15 2910 
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Joe went out of his way to utilize this Russian 
IN28 neon bulb, used to back-light the whole set. 

areas (the ratio detector), he/she simply substituted 
unusual components in several circuits. One such 
example here is the choice of tube for the ratio 
detector. The PM article calls for the 6AL5 miniature 
tube, but the builder used an old-fashioned octal-
based 6H6, which has far lower perveance. Finally 
Joe got this stone soup radio working, but the set was 
not as sensitive as other contemporary FM radios, so 
he began adding the "onions and carrots." The 6SG7 
tubes used in the IF amplifier were supposed to be 
linear amplifiers controlled by AVC from the strange 
ratio detector to deliver a relatively constant output. 
Joe substituted, instead, 6AC7 tubes, far more 
available in military surplus, and boasting over twice 
the amplification (Gm). Now the set was sensitive, 
but unstable, and some neutralization was needed to 
calm it down. He obtained the neutralization by 
under-bypassing the screen grid of one of the 6AC7 
stages, allowing plate-to-screen capacitance to apply 
negative feedback from plate to screen. Then he 
removed the AVC connection and made the second 
6AC7 a regular Armstrong limiter, using grid leak 
bias. 

The radio's hum had been bothersome, but up 'til 
now had been ignored, so Joe cured it with 50 µF 
more B+ bypassing. That miserable front- end 
grounded-grid stage needed some work, so he 
changed a couple resistors to get into a more gainful 
part of the 6C4's characteristics and to improve the 

The finishec Stone Socp Radio, complete with 
infinite-baffle PC-card front panel, tuning meter, 
and back-lit with a Russian neon bulb. 

loading of the stage, and trebled (wow!) the gain, to a 
whopping 3. Then0 with the terrific bandwidth of the 
novel(?) ratio detector, it was hard to guess the center 
of the passband when tuning in a station, so he added 
a center-tuning meter. As a final modification, Joe 
added a Russian IN28 neon indicator bulb circuit as a 
bright and flashy pilot light , and then added a 
speaker (which was missing from the Ebay purchase) 
and looked around for a cabinet suitable for this 
radio. He found none immediately, and resorted to 
using old printed-circuit cards to mount alongside the 
chassis, as seen in the illustration here, in a bizarre 
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1950 "LIME GIANT" 
By L M. Dezettel 

riEFINITELY the most popular con-
structiun article for the radio student 

and experimenter is the one describing the 
"Little Ciant" model that always appears 
in the March issue of Popular Mechanics 
Magazine. It is designed to include new fea-
tures of special interest to advancmg stu-
dents and experimenters. Although this 
ini-Act is iirit isaLctpica fus licgis ioicss, it is 

simple to build. The receiver to be de-
scribed tunes the entire FM band from 
me. to 108 mc. While it does not include AM 
broadcast reception. figures show that FM 
broadcasts now cover a greater area of the 
United States than AM. The band from 
me. to 100 rne. Is for worldwide broadcast-
ing use; therefore, this complete FM stu-
dent receiver may be used in any country 
where FM broadcast programs are avail-
bk. Nceirly all program., cars Ica aiaa AM 

are duplicated on FM. 
This complete Fht receiver may be 

housed in a table-type cabinet or it may be 
incorporated into a combination console, 
The outstanding feature that makes it 
comparatively easy to build is the avail-
ability of the completely prewired and 
aligned front-end FM tuner. This FM "dia-
tuner" is a permeability-tuned unit made 
by the Aermotive Company and is avail-
able buns all radio supply houses. It com-
prises all of the parts and wiring shown in 
the white block in circuit diagram Fig. 3. 
Ac only four ennneetinne aro noraleauary tta 
incorporate it in the circuit, it greatly sim-

plifies construction. 
The antenna coupler 

-4 coil and R.F. choke 
- coil No. 1 are made by 

the same manuf scour-

POPULAR MECHANICS 

How the "Stone Soup" radio got its start: This is the opening page of the original 
Popular Mechanics article on how to build the FM receiver that Joe garnished. 

article. The huge 
circuit cards act like 
infinite baffles for the 
speaker Joe had added 
to the set, improving 
the sound quality even 
more. 

The final makeup of 
this radio no longer 
resembles the original 
PM "Little Giant," but, 
then, that's what makes 
stone soup finally so 
tasty. 

References: 
[1] Lyon, E., "The 
Struggle for FM 
Broadcasting," Radio 
Age, January 2005; and 
Lyon, E., "Sim-
plification and 
Innovation — Making 
FM Radios 
A ffordab 1 e," Radio 
Age, May 2005. 
[2] Langford-Smith, F., 
Radio! ron Designers' 
Handbook, 4th ed., 
RCA reproduction, 
1952, pp.1088ff. 
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scheme that would be more worthy of a Space-Age 
Science Fiction piece than a Popular Mechanics 
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President's Message 

Memo to MAARC Members: 

Our yearly election of officers and board members 
was held as usual in September. What changed this 
time is that the newly elected club president and vice-
president are different for the first in a number of 
years. We owe our outgoing leaders, Geoff and Wil-
lie, a debt of gratitude for their long and dedicated 
service to our club. Our organization has remained 
strong and viable under their leadership, and we are in 
good shape to move forward with our goals. I am 
happy to say that they have both agreed to remain on 
the board so that we may benefit from their experi-
ence. Your board and officers are committed to mak-
ing your club a valuable resource for our common 
hobby interest. 

When I considered running for president, I spent 
some time considering the future of our club. I feel 
that there are currently three broad goals for us to 
work toward. First and foremost, we should be a 
group of collectors and historians who have come 
together for the benefit of each other. This means, for 
example, preserving Radio Age as the high quality 
publication it has been, and making our meets as 
valuable to members as possible. Beginning with our 
November meeting, we will have a monthly display 
table. There will be a theme or subject every month, 
and members are asked to bring 1 or 2 items for the 
table to fit the category. My hope is that we will get to 
see some of those less common items, and get to 
know a bit more about our fellow collectors. The 
theme for November is radio sets and related items 
made prior to 1925. Please place a small card with 
your item that includes your name and a description 
of the item. This could be a lot of fun, but will only be 
a success if we all try to participate. 

The other two goals are to increase membership and 
to increase attendance at our June Radioactivity Meet. 
The emphasis will be on providing value to attendees. 
More on this later. The officers and board welcome 
any and all suggestions or expressions of concern 
from our members. Please share your ideas with any 
of us. 

And, Happy Radio Hunting, all! 
- Steve 

DISPLAY TABLES—NEW FEATURE 
AT MAARC MEETINGS 

BY ED LYON 

MAARC President Steve Hansman has suggested a 
new activity for MAARC meetings that promises to 
increase interest and satisfy curiosity among mem-
bers who attend. The new feature is a group of tables 
set up to allow display of members' radios — not a 
`Show-'n'-Tell' as such, but just a display of rare, 
unusual, and/or well-restored pieces that fit into a 
theme. And the theme he suggests is simply the year 
in which the radios were made and marketed. 

For the November, 2010 meeting, scheduled for the 
21' of November at the usual venue — the Davidson-
ville Family Recreation Center in Davidsonville, MD 
(see map, page 4) — the theme is "Any radio made/ 
marketed before the year 1925." Wow! That covers 
a lot of territory. We expect to see some rare three-
dialers, some early superhets, maybe a few slant-front 
sets like those from the west coast's Radio Shop, 
some crystal sets, and the earliest socket-power sup-
pliés. Whatever the outcome, Steve promises to have 
enough tables set up to accommodate any and all dis-
plays, and it would be very helpful if each member 
who displays a set also places a small placard or sign 
near the set that identifies it. 

All you attendees at the meeting — and all future 
meetings — should bring along a camera to photo-
graph these nice pieces. It will serve to jog your 
memory later as to a set you are seeking, or just for 
comparison with any you find later. MAARC plans 
to reward members placing exceptional displays with 
special awards at RadioActivity 2011 in June, 2011. 

Themes: 

At the December meeting, to be held in Northern Vir-
ginia at the Sully Station venue (see map on page 15), 
the theme will be "Radios made/marketed in 1925-
26." That narrows it down some, but that was a pro-
lific time for radios. Future meetings will carry this 
trend onward, with the January 2011 meeting, at 
Davidsonville, featuring "Radios made/marketed in 
1927-28." Any guess as to the theme for February, 
2011? Good guess: "Radios made/marketed in 
1929-30." And, as Dave Barry would say at this 
point, "...and ect." 
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FEEDBACK-WE GET MAIL 
The old electronic mail pouch was close to bursting with four (count 'em) messages that of-
fered added information to improve our articles or to get more out of them. 

By Ed Lyon 

Re: "A Century of Aircraft Radio," by Ed Lyon 

This editor has received several messages from read-
ers regarding the recent (September, 2010) article in 
Radio Age entitled "A Century of Aircraft Radio." 
Most writers liked the piece, but two noted that the 
author skimmed over the very important issue of how 
the aircraft designers managed to finally reduce on-
board radio interference to a manageable level. As 
was repeatedly mentioned in the article, radio static 
from ignition and related electrical sparks in the vari-
ous engine and accessory equipments was so severe 
in early attempts that operation of radio receivers 
aboard aircraft was seen as hopeless by most who 
tried it. In fact, Navy success in aeronautical radio 
was delayed over two years (from Army trials) by the 
severity of interference on aircraft. Credit for finding 
a way to eliminate most of the static was eventually 
granted to an engineer named Louis H. Crook, who 
had filed a patent [ 1] on his method on 21 October, 
1926, but this credit was not immediately forthcom-
ing. Most aircraft designers, and the military, simply 
stole his method immediately upon learning of it, 
since it worked. 

His method, of course, was to put the entire ignition 
system inside a "Faraday cage," or shielded con-
tainer, and then he put each other electrical subsystem 
likely to cause interference inside its own Faraday 
cage. Of course, the main interference-generation 
culprit in old aircraft engines was the spark plug and 
its wire lead. Most aircraft engines used magnetos to 
generate the high-voltage needed to fire the spark 
plugs, and a heavily-insulated wire ran from the mag-
neto distributor to each spark plug. When a spark 
plug fired, this wire acted like a small antenna and 
radiated the broadband spark noise, just like Marconi 
and all the wireless pioneers did. Problem was this 
noise source was intimately close to the aircraft's ra-
dio receiving antenna, often only a few feet separat-
ing them. By placing each spark plug, its wire lead, 
and the magneto in metal cages or housings, all fas-
tened to the engine and airframe, all this radiation, if 
it should occur, would be inside the housing where it 
would be harmlessly absorbed by the metal walls. 

Aircraft engines soon became unique within the fam-
ily of gasoline engines in that they universally used 
metal-shielded spark plugs that had metal tubing run-
ning to the magneto. The high-voltage wire that fed 
the spark plug was inside this tube, and the design 
was carefully done to prevent spark breakdown of the 
insulation separating the wire from the inside of the 
tube. Fig. 1 shows Louis Crook's patent illustration. 
What did Louis Crook do about the wholesale pilfer-
ing of his patent? He sued, of course, going after the 
engine manufacturers with not much success, so he 
decided to go after the military who were letting con-
tracts to these engine manufacturers, and were speci-
fying "... that the ignition systems must be shielded 
in flexible metal sheathing...." and the like. And 
here, he finally won, getting a handsome payoff, and 
requiring the engine, magneto, and accessory manu-
facturers to purchase licenses to make their electrical 
systems interference-free. 

JO' 

1 

3s 

7 H93. 

Figure 1. Crook's patent drawing of his shielded 
spark-plug feed system to reduce interference. 

It has been speculated that his invention also covered 
the now-familiar coaxial cable, basically a wire 
within a tubular shielding outer (grounded) metallic 
sheath. The radio-frequency (RF) signals or power 
sent along a length of such cable to its destination 
travels down the central wire to the termination, and 
returns along the inside of the tubular shield metal. 
When properly designed, none of the RF signal ever 
appears on the outside of the shield, so that a large 
bundle of such cables can be lashed together, and the 
signals being carried by any one of them never leaks 

(Continued on page 11) 
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M OST radio collectors do not 
run across many automobile 
radios of the 30s and 40s, 

and for most, these are simply not 
collectable. For the collector who also 
restores his/her own sets, car radios are 
relatively easy to repair, mostly because 
replacement parts are physically smaller 
than they were in the original radio, and 

the cramming part of the job is not so difficult as in 
the 'good old days." The question remains: what do 
automobile collectors do about their old radios? Do 
they get them fixed up? If not, why not? 

Sure, maybe today, it isn't too smart to expend a lot of 

effort and perhaps money on repairing an AM radio, 
when there isn't much to listen to in that band, and 
there is always the rumor that the FCC might take the 
band away altogether, like they did in the case of 
analog television. So maybe we need to do several 
things: ( 1) Get the car restorer/collector community 
aware of the fact that we can restore those old AM 
radios, and (2) build little converter boxes that can be 
hidden in an old automobile, and which will convert 
modern radio signals, either FM or satellite, to AM, so 
the old radio will have some decent program available 
on the dial. 

As for the radio collector who wants to find some 
good old auto radios, those of the early 1930s are the 
most rare. In 1930, for example, Chrysler high-end 
cars (Dodge Senior Six and Chrysler 70) used 
Transitone RN109 radios, made by the Automobile 
Radio Corporation of New York. The Willard Storage 
Battery Company agreed to show and sell these radios 
at their franchised dealerships, all over the country, 
which made the Transitone a favorite. By the 
beginning of 1931, Transitone was building this six-
tube radio (4 201A and 2 112-A) fitted out in the 
Chrysler 70 and 77, Jordan Airway, Hupmobile 8, 
Packard, Peerless 8, DeSoto, Pierce-Arrow, and Moon 
cars, on special order. The radio was nothing special, 
using 201As as TRF stages, a 112A detector, another 
201A as audio amplifier, and a 112A output stage. It 
used the car battery for the A-supply, but had to be 
equipped with B batteries, just like an older home set. 
Here is where the collector can cleverly electrify these 
radios and get them to work on the car battery, by 
building the B-supply into fake B-battery cases. 

Upper-class General Motors cars, like the LaSalle and 
Cadillac, used a Delco-Remy radio that boasted 
automatic volume control to prevent annoying fading 
as the car passes buildings, bridges, overhead wires, 
and the like. This radio was also B-battery driven, as 
was the third available car radio of the time, the Bosch 
Motor Car Set, thought to be used in Nash and Graham 
-Paige autos. All these radios except the Bosch had to 
have antenna wires strung into the ceiling upholstery. 
The roofs of most cars then had a rubberized fabric 
panel in the center, across which the antenna wires 
were strung. The Bosch, on the other hand, used a 
steel plate under the car as the antenna. 

And, of course, we all remember the famous Philco 
chairside radio cabinet of the immediate-post-WW2 
period that used their car radio inside it, simply 
because they didn't have any other radios built, at the 
time. By this time, car radios were real performers, 
having far more sensitivity than home sets, and better 
shielding against man-made noise, and so this chairside 
became a family favorite wherever it found a home. 

M AARC old-timer Charlie Rhodes doesn't 
realize it, but he has an ally in Joe Sousa. 
Charlie tried several times to get us to buy 

rather large mylar-insulated capacitors (these were 
about 6— to 9-uF at 400-volt caps) to be used in lieu of 
burned-out ballasts or line-cord resistances. Beauty 
part of using caps for this purpose is that they produce 
zero heat. Bad part is that they don't come in all sizes. 
Guess we'll have to put together a little article to 
describe how to make up one of the right size for your 
little ac-dc beast that needs a new ballast or line cord 
dropper. 

Joe favors back-to-back electrolytic capacitors, since 
they are cheap and can be obtained in many sizes, but 
we've found some of them questionable in circuits that 
carry heavy a-c currents on a full-time basis, like tube 
heaters. Another problem that remains, no matter 
what method (even our well-documented 1N4007 
diode method) is used to replace ballasts, is the pilot 
lamp-feeding problem. Pilot lamp bulbs are delicate 
beasts that can't abide heavy incoming surges of 
current, because their filaments don't have the thermal 
mass of bundled cathode heaters, and they get all the 
voltage for a little while, upon first power-up. 
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(Continued from page 9) 
into another cable. At any rate, it was Oliver Heavi-
side who invented co-ax as we know it now, in 1880. 

Makes one wonder how those pesky cell phones 
work inside downtown elevators, which seem, at first 
glance, to be built like Faraday cages. The answer, of 
course, is that the elevator housing, although primar-
ily metal, and substantially completely surrounding 
the occupants, is really not that good a shield, having 
slots next to the doors, holes and openings in the 
metal top or roof, and a grid-work floor structure 
with considerable non-metallic flooring. Even a 
household microwave oven, designed so that all the 
radiation is supposed to stay inside, for purposes of 
efficiency (and safety to the user), leaks an average of 
five watts (peak, or about 2 watts average) from thin 
crevices, ventilation holes, door seals, and power wir-
ing cable. The five watts spews out from such a 
broad variety of tiny leaks that they are diverse and 
not able to reach any given individual, so that the 
effect on the user is well below the radiation thresh-
old considered unsafe. 

Re: "W-K Co. of Kenosha," by Greg Hunolt 

This article appeared in October 2010 in Radio Age, 
and described the rare W-K "Oriole" receiver, distin-
guished by its use of cathode follower circuits in the 
radio frequency amplifier stages. Some time ago (31 
December 2008), Joe Sousa sent an e-mail message 
to a group of us old-timer electronics bozos in which 
he lamented the fact that he had never found any old-
time radio that exploited the cathode follower circuit, 
except for one 1952 Motorola (Model HS299) clock-
radio design that had a cathode-coupled stage in its 
RF section. He had been deep into the study of cath-
ode followers, occasioned by some other audio-
related Radio Age articles, and for Joe, research into a 
subject like that involves thorough study of the real 
and sometimes imagined alternative uses of the cir-
cuit. Joe was especially interested in the naturally-
occurring negative feedback in the triode cathode 
follower circuit that is usually so very thorough that it 
limits the voltage amplification of the circuit to 
slightly less than 1.00 [2], but permits very high cur-
rent amplification. This feedback makes the stage 
quite stable and quite immune to variations in tube 
characteristics, supply voltages, and the like. 

Although tetrodes and pentodes can be used benefi-
cially to make up cathode follower circuits, the triode 

was the primary target tube in all early cathode fol-
lower designs. As a result, Joe wondered about why 
nobody seemed to have taken advantage of the cath-
ode follower amplifier's attributes in pre- 1929 radio, 
when they had nothing but triodes to work with. 

Then, when Joe got his October 2010 Radio Age, and 
read Greg Hunolt's article on the W-K Electric Com-
pany's "Oriole" receiver that featured stages of cath-
ode-coupled RF amplifiers, he was re-energized, so 
much so that he became determined to own an Oriole 
radio, somehow, just to be able to make the measure-
ments that would allow him to retrace the original 
designer's thinking, and add some modern engineer-
ing analysis to it. He had already critically analyzed 
the 1952 Motorola design, and found the stortcom-
ings of the cathode follower concept in radio fre-
quency stages, the main one being the difficulties 
encountered when an automatic volume control 
(AVC) circuit (a basic necessity in entertainment lis-
tening) is incorporated into the amplifier chain. The 
AVC voltage in a receiver is a measure of the receiver 
output signal level, and it adjusts the G. 
(transconductance, or amplification factor) of the 
tube(s) into which it is fed, in a direction or sense that 
tends to make the output signal level constant. In this 
way, fading of the signal, such as when an aircraft 
flies over, or the "night-time effect" occurs [3], the 
output will change very little, compared with how 
much raw fading is occurring at the input to the radio. 

Joe explains this problem by reminding anyone who 
will listen that the output impedance of the cathode 
follower usually has little to do with anything except 
the G. of the tube used, and is approximately simply 
1/G. [4]. Thus, for a tube like the 12BD6 (RF cath-
ode-follower amplifier stage) used in the Motorola 
radio Joe discovered about two years ago, with its G. 
running at about 2000 µS when no input signal is 
present, the output impedance should be about 400 S/, 
but when a station is tuned in, and the AVC voltage 
rises to, say, - 10 volts, the G. drops to perhaps 200 
µS, and the output impedance would rise to 4000 a. 
Motorola's fix for this problem was to swamp the 
tube output impedance by placing a 47-12 resistor 
from cathode to B-, making the tube's contribution to 
output impedance immaterial. 

So, a good portion of the technical elegance of the 
cathode follower circuit is lost in the Motorola de-
sign, leaving Joe with some chagrin, and this made 

(Continued on page 12) 
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(Continued from page 11) 
the discovery of the Oriole receiver described in the 
Hunolt article all the more exciting. Here is a re-
ceiver of the 1920s, not 1950s, designed at a time 
when very little experience in the cathode follower 
circuit had been realized by radio engineers. And for 
the old filamentary-cathode tubes of the 1920s, like 
the 01-As used in the Oriole set, cathode-follower 
circuits had to include paired (bifilar) primary wind-
ings in the interstage coupling transformers (in order 
to feed the A voltage to the tube's filament). As one 
can see in the pictures here, the three RF transformers 
in the Oriole set are well separated from each other, 
and each is at a different orientation, all efforts to 
reduce the undesirable feedback-coupling of one 
transformer to another. Joe now reports that he has 
found an Oriole on eBay, and this is the source of the 
pictures here. 

• 40. 4, •• • 
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The (somewhat corroded) input stage coil is seen 
here, with an antenna tap switch on top. This coil 
has a vertical axis. 

Two interstage transformers, with green cloth-
covered wire, can be seen here. The coil axes are 
all mutually perpendicular. 

The significance of the cathode follower concept in 
early radio RF amplifiers is, according to Joe, that the 
ordinary triode amplifiers of the day were limited in 

gain per stage. The output impedance of a triode 
tube is termed the plate resistance, and for the 01-A, 
is about 10,000 O. The designers had two choices: 
obtain the stage gain via the tube's amplification 
factor, or get it via a step-up transformer arrange-
ment. The problem with the former was that tubes 
of the time just didn't have much amplification fac-
tor. An 01-A, for example, had a G. of about 800 
µS (and a µ of 8), which yielded a maximum volt-
age gain of perhaps 6. By using transformers, in-
stead, the secondary-to-primary winding ratio pro-
duced the gain in voltage, but in doing so, under-
went an impedance increase of approximately the 
square of the turns ratio. So, a transformer that had 
a turns ratio of 4 (and got a voltage gain of 4) also 
suffered an impedance step-up of a factor of 16. 
This step-up in impedance meant that the next 
stage's input impedance was reflected back to the 
previous stage's output circuit 16 times lower in 
value, and drove downward the gain achievable in 
that previous stage. The net result is that the overall 
stage gain cannot be increased above a value of ap-
proximately 4 or 5. 

But a more sinister problem arose when maximum 
gain was sought in these amplifiers. It was the 
dreaded Miller effect which multiplies the grid-to-
plate capacitance of the tube by approximately the 
gain factor µ. The problem with this is that if the 
plate load becomes inductive, it reflects a negative 
resistance into the grid circuit, which, if it is a tuned 
circuit, may oscillate, i.e., generate its own signals. 
Two ways of obviating this unfortunate event are, 
first, keep the stage gain low (bad news: more 
stages needed), or second, use spoiler resistors in 
the grid circuit to cancel the negative resistance de-
veloped there (bad news: stage gain drops, more 
stages needed). That's why it took five 01-As to get 
speaker-volume levels out of those old radios. 

The novelty in the cathode follower RF amplifier is 
that the transformer-step-up method can be made to 
work, primarily because the output impedance of 
the tube, connected as a cathode follower, is low 
enough to match the turns-ratio-squared reflected 
load impedance. A second method of achieving gain 
is also afforded by an amplifier with a low natural 
output impedance, like the cathode follower. That 
method was used in the Motorola radio Joe discov-
ered, and it calls for the use of a series-connected 
resonant circuit between stages, rather than a paral-
lel-resonant circuit. The impedance offered by a 
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The RF amplifier stage ( 12BD6) of the Motorola set The cathode 
drives the series-tuned circuit L2 plus the next-stage gang con-
denser (C2 and C3 are d-c blocking caps). 
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(Continued from page 12) 

series-resonant coil and capacitor combination is very 
low, and can be driven by a cathode follower. In such 
a series-resonant circuit, at the resonant frequency, 
the voltage produced by the cathode follower might 
be quite low, but the resulting voltage developed 
across either the coil or capacitor, alone, is high, and 
is proportional to the Q or quality coefficient of the 
coil and of the capacitor. So the stage gain can be 
made quite high by choosing components having 
high Q factors. Values of 10 to 50 are possible. Fur-
ther, the series-resonant circuit can be arranged with 
the capacitor part running from the following stage's 
grid to ground, thus absorbing in it the natural stray 
capacitance of the next stage. 

If Joe acquires this eBay Oriole, he would like part-
ner with somebody good at restoration, to make it a 
fine example of the period that produced it, but he 
also wants to work some detailed bench experiments 
on the Oriole circuit [for a future Radio Age article, 
we hope — Ed]. He needs to find someone who is 
willing to restore the cabinet and electronics to origi-
nal factory condition for a modest charge. He can 
best be reached by e-mail: jlrmsousa(at)comcast.net. 
(Here, the (at) must be replaced by @.) 

References: 

[1] Patent 1645643, application: 21 October, 1926. 
[2] The cathode follower gain cannot exceed unity, 
unless transformers or tuned circuits are considered. 

[3] At night, the lowest-altitude part of 
the earth's ionosphere (the D region) 
disappears, owing to the absence of 
sun's UV light, so that absorption of 
broadcast-band signals is greatly re-
duced. This allows the mixing of di-
rect signal paths with long ionospheric 
-bounce paths, resulting in the signal 
"interfering with itself, delayed," and 
fading. 
[4] This equation is approximate, ap-
plying to high-G. tubes. Tubes like the 
6AC7, developed for WW2 radar 
video amplification, have very high 
G. values (like 9000 µmhos (now 
called µSiemens or µS), and yield 
cathode follower circuits with output 
impedances as low as 120 ohms. 

Wanted! 
Hi-fidelity, vintage audio gear, 

and ham radio equipment, 

1930 to 1970 

Entire electronic estates 

or just one piece 

Amplifiers, speakers, drivers, parts, 

crossovers, literature, tubes, tube 

testers—especially brands such as 

Western Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, 

JBL, Altec, Dynaco, Tannoy, Heath kit, 

EICO, etc. 

Will travel to pick up. Contact me and I 

will make you a generous offer. 

I'll pay you more, so call me last! 

Alan Feinstein (MAARC member) 
Home: 410-740-5222 
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OLD EQUIPMENT CONTEST-
RADIOACTIVITY 2011 
THE CATEGORIES 

The theme for our annual bash, RadioActivity-2011, 
is deForest and his radios. Accordingly, we will have 
a category or two reserved for deForest equipment, 
both the original gear, made by his own companies, 
and the later equipment, carrying his name as a 
brand, but not having much to do with the old gent, 
himself. The categories, for all you who want to get 
a start on the project during the bleak days of winter, 
are as follows. 

2011 Old Equipment Contest Categories 

• De Forest radios, original (theme category) 
• De Forest radios, latter-day (theme category) 
• Passive Receivers 
• Battery sets pre- 1927 
• Wood cabinet radios post- 1926 
• Plastic radios 
• Advertising and ephemera 
• Speakers and sound reproducers 
• Television sets 
• Tubes 
• Transistor radios 
• Communications equipment 
• Test equipment 
• Audio and hi-fi equipment 
• Open category 

The above are deliberately broad in scope. We will 
subdivide some of these into more particularly-
defined sub-categories during the next month or two, 
and will announce them in these pages in January, 
2011. 

The main reason we kept the categories broad in 
scope was that many RadioActivity attendees asked 
for just this type of open contest. Some projects re-
quire a long period of restoration and documentation, 
and it was felt beneficial if the categories could re-
main stable for several years running, allowing the 
long-term project pursuer to maintain focus during 
his/her work. 

So, get to work on that old set. 

TUBE DEVELOPMENTS 
A SNEAK PREVIEW 

BY ED LYON 

Most of us in the radio collecting hobby have lived at 
least a few years in the period known as "The Cold 
War." This period started immediately after World 
War 2, and came to a rather abrupt end during the 
1990s, culminating in much broader trade alliances 
between the west and the former Soviet sphere. 

Some of the things we had learned during the Cold 
War about Russian science and technology became 
evident through defectors, and through screaming 
headlines as Russia explored space and assisted other 
countries in battlefields. Through defectors we 
learned of the dearth of solid state equipment in the 
Soviet Union, and this was often confirmed as we 
examined Soviet equipment found in battlefields, 
especially in wars between Israel and her neighbors. 

Yet, it was perfectly obvious that Russia was launch-
ing orbital satellites and space vehicles that carried 
sophisticated electronics—but we wondered just how 
sophisticated these devices actually were, especially 
if much of what they had to do was being accom-
plished with tubes. 

Tubes? Like 6SN7s? Or like 6L6s? What were they 
thinking? 

One thing we did know was that tube circuits were 
far more tolerant of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) 
effects caused by nuclear explosions than were tran-
sistors, especially in the exposed "front-ends" of 
equipment—either in the receiver inputs or in the 
transmitter outputs. Our own nuclear weapons tests 
at Johnston Island in 1958 and 1962 showed what 
kind of damage could result from the dreaded EMP. 

Well, it turns out that while most of American indus-
try had left tube technology behind, and had turned 
full-tilt to solid state and integrated circuits, in Rus-
sia, they had continued research and development in 
tube technologies, and painstakingly delved into solid 
state research, as well. And certain American labs 
continued with tube development, well after transis-
tors were proven to be more economical. 

We will be working a new series on these tube devel-
opments, with their amazing, yet very practical, out-
comes in the coming issues of Radio Age. 
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censsq;eet A As 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding pubication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

SERVICES: Professional 
restorations for all TUBE TYPE 
antique table radios, floor model 
consoles, cathedrals, tombstones, 
battery sets, communication receivers 
and music amplifiers. 
Complete overhauls to factory 
specifications. Lacquer sprayed, hand 
rubbed cabinet refinishing. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. UPS/USPS/ 
FEDEXJTRUCK shipments accepted. 
4 year warranty on new parts. 
Bob Eslinger/KR1U, ANTIQUE 
RADIO RESTORATION & REPAIR, 
20 Gary School Road, Pomfret Center, 
CT 06259. Hours: 9am-5pm eastern, 
Tuesday thru Saturday. Telephone/fax: 
860-928-2628. 
E-mail: bob@oldradiodoc.com. Please 
come visit us on the web at http:// 
www.oldradiodoc.com or stop by... 
when in the New England area. 

Antique Radio Repair : 30 years 
experience in repair of antique radios 
and tube equipment. Reasonable 
rates. Jay Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop 
Pl, Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9432. Email: JFRADI0@aol.com 

For sale: Battery radio cases: Thorola 
Islodyne, 22 x 14 x 10 inches high, 
clean. Finish is light, and needs only to 
be polished - $40. Acre radio box, 
Chicago , has internal wood speaker, 
and wood grille in place, original 
manufacture. Only damage is the usual 
chip off the front left corner. Case is 
the old dark finish - $25. Bernie 
Samek, 113 Old Palmer Rd. , 
Brimfield , MA 01010 , (413) 245-
7174, email: bernies@samnet.net 

Wanted: Gaylord Wirecorder wire 
recorder (see Begun, 1949, p. 145/6). 
Schematic, reels (these are about 2.5" 
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in diameter and have 5 holes in a circle 
on their face,) any other data about 
them. There were two models. I'd be 
delighted with either. A reel with wire 
on it would be helpful as well. Please 
do not contact me about other wire 
recorders- this is the one I presently 
need. Steve Smolian. 
smolians@erols.com. 

Wanted: Schematics and any other 
data for two Hickok mid-30's signal 
generator models 0S-7 and 0S-8. 
Roger Asman. 15383 Blue Skies Ct. 
West, Livonia, MI 48154-1515. Phone 
7 3 4 - 4 6 4 - 0 4 2 6 . or 
rogerasman@aol.com 

Wanted: ICLH Model Eight (8) radio 
and speaker, also Model Eight speaker 
alone. Also DeWald B610 FM to AM 
converter, wood or catalin. John 
B egg 3 0 1-649-4663, 
jbegg@jbegg.com 
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Map to the Sully Station Community 
Center, where the December MAARC 
meeting will be held. 
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AtAelIZC laur Ceten4erf 
Sun., Nov. 21 

Sun., Dec 19 

Sun., Jan. 16 

Sun., Feb. 20 

Sun., Mar. 20 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Presentation: Mike Thomas on Deco Radios 

MAARC meeting in northern Virginia, at Sully Station 
Community Center (near Dulles Airport). This is our one and 
only meeting in northern Virginia in 2010. Very big auction this 
meeting. Tailgate fleamarket starts 11:00, meeting 1:30. Map 
p. 15. Geoff will present (Radio Buying/Selling). 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Presentation: Willie's Super Show-'n'- Tell. 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Presentation: Domi: Valentine Radio 
ephemera. 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Presentation: Town Hall Meeting. 

(For full hamfest calendar, refer to ARRL web-pages.) 
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